
Be sinful in fashion and style !

“The only way to get rid of temptation is to yield to it.”
Oscar Wilde

This elegant and tempting jewellery collection with sensual and diabolically beautiful 
designs is just impossible to resist ! 

www.misaki.com

Misaki’s designers will test your self control by tempting you with their innovative and daring 
interpretation of the seven deadly sins : Pride, Gluttony, Envy, Sloth, Lust, Anger and Greed.  
Treat yourself and discover our 2010 Collection !
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FAME. Beautiful contemporary interpretation of a peacock 
plumage, for the unique and daring woman: this pendant 
combines silver feather holding with an iridescent blue mabe pearl. 

ULTRA VIOLET. Bracelet designed with ultraviolet baroque pearls lined 
with audacious and contemporary lines. Its imperfections, its abstract 
and elusive forms make it unique and lends brillance to any look.

Feel like a celebrity and dress up with this gorgeous  
set inspired by the  plumage of a peacock !

Devour these lucious pearls that no one can get 
enough of !



LOLLIPOP. This tempting and sensual oversize pearl decorated by 
a white crystal hoop, knotted to a silk string results in an excessively 
glamorous and unmistakably Misaki piece.

DAY DREAM. Dream big with this dainty pendant with a 
contemporary feel. This lovely unique blue grey pearl will 
undoubtedly inspire blissful dreams.

Sparkle with this glamorous pendant and  
its oversize pearl. Envy me !

Balance your soul and put yourself  
in a relaxed state of mind !



POISON. Reflect your own sultry attitude with this sensual flow of 
mother of pearl and crystals.  If you love pieces that are a little out of 
the ordinary, a snake necklace is a great bet !

CAT. This necklace is a spiritual interpretation of the cat’s eye, 
profoundly intense. Made out of mother-of-pearl in a grey shade  
and designed in a very sensual shape this piece will catch 
everyone’s eye !

Are you ready to experience the sensual bite of  
this poisoned set ? Behave !

Go wild and hypnotise with this feline beauty !



DESIRE. This exceptional sterling silver set, is so desirable.  
Set with white cultured pearls it provides a unique, sophisticated 
look that others are sure to envy !

Grab a piece of extreme excess. Simply chic !


